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(17 participants to 12 countries)

Sergio Ardila – Mello Pimentel Advogados - Brazil
Colin Connor – Studio Legale Rossini – Avola Faraci - Italy
Blake Feldman – Human Rights League - Slovakia
Paul Gilmer – Han Kun - China
Corey Goerdt – Clorox Company - Argentina
Eric Heath – Brussels Centre of African Studies - Belgium
Ashley Henson – Brussels Centre of African Studies - Belgium
Susanne Kihumba-Watts - Maples Teesdale LLP - United Kingdom
Joseph Kim – SK Engineering and Construction – South Korea
Lia Melikian – ABA Rule of Law Initiative - Armenia
Ryan Mullis – Advokatfirman Urban Olson AB - Sweden
Benjamin Newell - King & Wood Mallesons - China
Andrew Parker – Scornik Gerstain, Canary Islands - Spain
Maggie Schaufler – Regoli e Associati - Italy
Jingshi Shi – University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law - China
Amanda Richardson – National Centre for Research on Europe - New Zealand
Daniel Rivkin – Scornick Gerstain - Spain